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Introduction 
This guide provides a quick overview on how to use the smartanalysis® 
digital downloader application to download data from Digital Tachograph 
driver smartcards and Vehicle Units. The document will refer to this 
application as the ‘digital downloader’ or ‘downloader’.  

The downloader is the application that enables data from driver smartcards 
and Vehicle Units to be read and sent to smartanalysis® for analysis and 
reporting. It is designed to be very easy to use, and minimal computer 
knowledge is needed to use it. 

There are a few important points to note: 

 The downloader is designed to be left running continuously on a PC or 
terminal within each location where smartcard and/or Vehicle Unit data 
needs to be read. 

 An authorised user within each location logs in to the downloader 
application when the application is first started. The only other time 
that logging-in may be necessary is when changes to the downloader 
settings are required, but this will generally be infrequently.  

 Company personnel (drivers, depot managers, etc.) needing to 
download data do not need to log in to the application – they simply 
insert their smartcard into the smartcard reader or VU download device 
into the PC and wait for the data to be read. It is extremely simple to 
use. 
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Using smartanalysis® downloader for the first time 
NB. Before you start the smartanalysis digital downloader, always ensure that 
you have a suitable smartcard reader device plugged into your PC. If you are 
unsure about this, please consult your depot manager or alternatively your 
equipment supplier or analysis bureau. 

To start the application, either double-click the  icon on the 
computer desktop, or select ‘Start | All Programs | Exentra | SmartanalysisD | 
smartanalysis Digital Downloader’ from the Windows ‘Start’ button in the 
bottom left of the screen. 

Logging In 

When the application starts, the login screen shown in Figure 1 is displayed. 
Note that downloader only requires an authorised user to login once when the 
application is started, or once at the start of every day – or however you wish 
to work.  

When the login is complete, you can simply leave downloader running on the 
computer. Drivers and personnel doing downloads do not need to login to 
downloader – they simply insert their smartcard into the cardreader (or VU 
download device into the USB port), wait for the download to complete, then 
remove the card (or VU device) and go.  

downloader is very simple for your drivers to use! 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Downloader login screen. 
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To login type in the smartanalysis® username and password assigned to you, 
then click ‘Login’.  

There will be a short pause while the details are authenticated with the 
server. If the login is successful, then skip forward to the ‘Choosing the 
location’ section below.  

If the login fails because either the username and/or password was typed 
incorrectly, then you will see a message box like that shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Login failed message box. 

 

In this case simply click ‘OK’ to dismiss the message, then re-type your 
username and/or password and click ‘Login’ once again. Providing you provide 
the correct details and login is successful, then skip forward to the ‘Choosing 
the location’ section below. 

This dialog in Figure 3 will appear if the proxy server on your local network 
normally requires you to explicitly login each time you access the Internet.  

 

 

Figure 3. Network proxy authentication dialog. 

 

If you see this screen, then type in the username, password and domain 
name that you usually use to access Windows and the Internet (i.e. not the 
username and password that you have been given for accessing 
smartanalysis®), and click ‘OK’.  
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Alternatively, in some unusual circumstances you may see the message 
shown in Figure 4. This indicates some other communication problem that 
may need assistance to resolve. 

 

 

Figure 4. Login failed - Downloader problems. 

 

In this case click ‘OK’ to dismiss the message, then tick the ‘Show connection 
messages’ tick box on the login screen, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Login screen - show connection messages ticked. 

 

Then click ‘Login’. This time you will be presented with another message box 
containing text that explains what the cause of the communication problem is. 
Please consult the ‘Troubleshooting smartanalysis downloader problems’ guide 
which provides guidance on resolving the most common issues.  

If you cannot resolve the issue using the guide, you need to click the ‘Copy 
message to clipboard’ button, then paste the copied text into an email, then 
send the email to your digital tachograph contact within your own company, 
or at your analysis bureau.  
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Choosing the location 

After logging in for the first time, or alternatively if you have chosen to 
change the currently selected location, you will be shown the dialog box 
shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Choose location screen. 

 

From the list displayed you must choose the location where you currently are, 
then click ‘OK’. The screen shown in Figure 7 is then displayed, which shows 
the location selected. 

You can now minimise this screen (using the  icon in the top-right of 
the screen). Don’t close the screen, as this will close the entire downloader 
application. 

 

 

Figure 7. Location setup screen. 

 

When you have minimised the window shown in Figure 7 you should see the 
Download Monitor screen, shown in Figure 8. If this screen is not visible, then 

you can make it visible by right-clicking the  icon in the ‘System Tray’ in 
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the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. When you right-click this icon, 
select the ‘Download Monitor...’ option in the menu that pops up - the 
Download Monitor screen shown Figure 8 is then displayed.  

 

 

Figure 8. Download Monitor screen. 

 

This screen is the ‘main’ screen in the downloader application, and is the 
screen you will mostly be using for downloading driver cards and vehicle 
units. 

You are now ready to start reading smartcards and Vehicle Unit download 
devices. 
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Reading driver smartcards 
You should be able to see the screen shown in Figure 8 before starting to 
read smartcards. The prompt shown will be: 

 

The prompts used are designed to be entirely self-explanatory, so minimal 
driver training should be needed to use the Downloader. 

If the screen is not visible, you can make it visible by right-clicking the  
icon in the ‘System Tray’ in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. When 
you right-click this icon, select the ‘Download Monitor...’ option in the menu 
that pops up. The Download Monitor screen is then shown. 

To read a card: 

1. Insert a driver smartcard into the card reader, ensuring that the card is 
inserted in the correct way, and is pushed gently but firmly into the 
reader. You should be able to feel a ‘click’ when the card has been fully 
inserted.  

If the card has been inserted correctly, the read process will begin 
immediately. 

If the card has not been inserted correctly either nothing will happen 
(the read process will not start), or this prompt will be displayed:  

 

If this happens, re-insert the card correctly. 

2. When the card is inserted correctly, the card reading process will 
automatically start and the progress indicator will begin showing 
progress as the card is read. The prompt will change to: 

 

The downloader reads several files from the card and will periodically 
update the screen with: 

i. The driver’s full name, as read from the card. 

ii. A summary of the current week’s activity information read from 
the card.  

Figure 9 shows the screen as the card is being read, after both i and ii 
have been read from the card. Notice that the table has been filled-in 
with details from the current week – in this case the week beginning 
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Monday 17/12/2007. In the case of this card, there has been no 
activity in the current week, so each weekday shows ‘No info’ against 
the date.  

 

 

Figure 9. Download Monitor showing driver's name and activity summary details. 

 

You can use the Daily record date calendar to search through the 
card data and view all the activity data on the card, week-by-week. 
Click on the arrow to the right of the Daily record date to activate 
the calendar. Figure 10 shows the expanded calendar control which 
allows you to search through the activity data available on the card. 
Days on which activity data is available are shown in bold.  

Use the arrows to the left and right of the month (in this case shown 
as ‘February 2006’) to navigate backwards and forwards respectively 
through the months.  

You will only be able to choose months in which there is data on the 
card. Dates outside of the date range of data on the card are not 
available to select, and they are shown in grey. 
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To go immediately to today’s date, click the Today button.  

 

Figure 10. Searching through the activity data using the calendar. 

 

3. When the reading process has finished (all information has been read) 
one of two things will happen: 

i. If the ‘Select shifts to download’ tick-box is visible and ticked 
OR the ‘Select shifts to download’ tick-box is NOT visible and 
the default ‘enable select shifts for each card download by 
default’ tick-box (on the ‘Smartanalysis downloader settings’ 
screen, see Figure 13 on page 17) is ticked, the Specify 
Download Details screen will be displayed, allowing you to set 
a number of different parameters for the card download 
including specific shifts. Please see section ‘Specify Download 
Details screen’ on page 21 for details on this screen.  

When you have set the parameters as you need them, and 
selected appropriate shifts to download, then click the ‘OK’ 
button on the Specify Download Details screen to send the 
download to smartanalysis.  

ii. If the select shifts functionality is disabled, then all of the card 
data is sent immediately to smartanalysis. 

4. When data has been sent to smartanalysis, the prompt will change to: 

 

And the screen will be similar to that shown in Figure 11. You can see 
in this screenshot that the user is viewing data for the week beginning 
06/02/2006, and that there is activity data for the Monday and 
Tuesday of that week. 
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Figure 11. Download Monitor screen after card read completed. 

 

5. When the ‘Card read complete…’ prompt is shown, you can safely 
remove the card from the card reader. The data from the card will 
already have been sent to smartanalysis.  

The prompt then reverts back to the Please insert Digital Tacho 
smartcard… prompt, and the Downloader is then ready to read the 
next card. 

Agency Drivers and Manually Selecting Shifts to Download 

Starting with version 1.1.1 Smartanalysis digital downloader incorporates 
functionality to enable specific shifts to be downloaded from driver cards. This 
is a common requirement for organisations that use agency drivers. You can 
turn this feature on or off to suit your requirements Please see ‘Specify 
Download Details screen’ on page 21 for details. 
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Reading Vehicle Units 
You should be able to see the screen shown in Figure 8 before starting to 
read smartcards. The prompt shown will be: 

 

The prompts used are designed to be entirely self-explanatory, so minimal 
training should be needed to use the Downloader. 

If the screen is not visible, you can make it visible by right-clicking the  
icon in the ‘System Tray’ in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. When 
you right-click this icon, select the Show Download Monitor option in the 
menu that pops up. The Download Monitor screen is then shown. 

The Downloader does not read directly from the Vehicle Unit itself. It reads 
from a VU Download Device that your company should have purchased.  

This device will probably be a Siemens VDO Downloadkey or a Digidown 
or similar device. Each of these devices plugs into a USB port on a PC.  

NB. Before plugging a download device into your PC for the first 
time, check with your IT department that they are aware you will be 
doing this. The VU download devices are external storage devices 
that could contain viruses if they have not been sourced from an 
authorised supplier, or have been used by unauthorised personnel. 
Always ensure that you know who has had access to the device, and 
that no data other than VU data has been written to the device. You 
should instruct your IT department to implement automatic virus 
checking of these devices when they are inserted into a PC.  

To read a VU device: 

1. Connect the VU download device to a USB port on your PC. You may 
need a USB extension cable to do this. 

2. There may be a pause of several seconds before anything happens.  

Note that Windows 2000 may not automatically be able to detect some 
VU download devices. If you find that, after connecting the VU 
download device to the USB port, nothing happens after approx. 10-20 
seconds, click the Read now button to force the Downloader to 
search for the VU download device: 

 

If nothing happens even after you have clicked the Read now button, 
wait for a further minute. If this is the first time you have connected 
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this device to the PC, the PC could be installing the hardware drivers 
needed to use the device.  

After waiting for a minute or so, click Read now once more. If nothing 
happens at this stage, contact your IT support team and/or tachograph 
analysis bureau. 

3. The read process is very fast. When it is complete, you will see 
something very similar to the following prompt: 

 

This prompt is informing you that the VU read has completed and was 
successful, and that a total of 5 files were read from the download 
device.  

4. The downloader application will move the files on your download 
device to the ‘backup’ folder on the device to prevent the files being 
sent to smartanalysis the next time you plug the device in.  

Note: When the download device ‘fills up’ with data and becomes short 
of space, the downloader will inform you if this and will ask you to 
move the files from the device to a backup location (e.g. your PC or 
other secure location on your network). This will free up space on the 
VU device and allow you to continue using it. 

5. Disconnect the download device from the USB port. Note that it can 
take several seconds for the PC to recognise that the device has been 
removed, at which point the Please insert VU device… prompt is 
again shown. You can then insert the next download device, if 
required. 

Note that, if you are running Windows 2000 and you needed to click 
the Read now button (detailed in step 2 above) to read the download 
device, you will now need to click the Refresh button to force the 
Downloader to recognise that the VU download device has been 
removed. The Refresh button looks like this: 
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Managing downloader settings 
The digital downloader application is designed to be very easy to use. 
Typically you may never need to change any settings in the application after 
you first use it. However, the downloader software has the ‘smartanalysis® 
Downloader Settings’ screen for managing settings if this proves necessary. 

The ‘smartanalysis® downloader settings’ screen is shown in Figure 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Downloader Settings screen. 

 

Figure 12 shows four areas of the screen: 

1. Menu. From here you can close the application (File | Exit), or access 
the About screen (Help | About), which shows details of the software 
version number. You may be asked for this version number if updates 
to the application are released – it will be in the form: 

v1.0.3.45678 

2. Navigation tree. From here you can access all of the different areas 
of the Downloader Manager functionality. Try clicking each of the items 
in the tree to see how it works. Each time you click one of the ‘nodes’ 
the Contents area on the right will show the appropriate feature. 

3. Status Bar. This indicates the current status of some of the settings: 

 The connectivity status. This status indicates whether the 
Downloader is currently online (i.e. connected to the Internet) 
or offline (i.e. the Internet is disconnected or cannot be 
reached).  

 

2. Navigation tree 

 

1. Menu 

 

3. Navigation tree 

 

4. Contents area 
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 Driver Card Download enabled/disabled. It may be required to 
switch smartcard downloading off whilst the Downloader is still 
running. The enabled/disabled status indicator shows which 
status is currently active. 

 VU Downloads enabled/disabled. As with smartcard 
downloading, this indicates the status of VU downloads.  

4. Contents area. This area of the screen is where you see information 
about the Downloader Manager, and interact with the application. The 
contents of this area change as you click different items in the 
Navigation tree.  

Agency Driver Settings 

Figure 13 shows the screen when you click the Agency Driver 
Settings item in the Navigation tree.  

 

 

Figure 13. Downloader Manager agency driver settings screen. 

 

On the right in the Contents area you can see the currently selected 
settings. Please read carefully and understand the functionality 
of these two tick-boxes – they determine the behaviour of the 
downloader application with respect to employed/agency 
drivers.  

The two tick boxes are as follows: 

i. Allow users to choose whether or not to select shifts when 
downloading driver cards :- 
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Ticked = shows the tick box labelled ‘Select shifts to 
download’ on the Download Monitor screen. Allows your 
drivers to choose whether or not to select which shifts to 
download. 

Unticked = hides the ‘Select shifts to download’ tickbox 
on the Download Monitor screen. In this case the 
default value set in ii will be used for all driver 
card downloads. 

ii. Enable select shifts for each card download by default :- 

Ticked = the downloader will ask for shifts to be selected 
after each card download. 

Unticked = the downloader will not ask for shifts to be 
selected after each card read – all data will be 
downloaded. 

 

digivu Configuration screen 

Figure 14 shows the configuration section for the digivu device.  You can 
change what information is downloaded from the vehicle unit. 

You can choose to the amount of activity you would like to download by 
changing the three options in the activities section. 

You can also select whether or not you want to download Events and Faults, 
Detailed Speed, Technical Data, Driver cards and VDO Additional Data.  Once 
you have selected what you want to download then click the Apply Settings 
button. 

 
 

Figure 14 
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On the right hand side of the screen you can check on the smartanalysis® 

website to see if there is a new firmware update for the digivu.  You can then 
download this and update the digivu. Click on the Browse For Firmware, this 
will allow you to browse to the location on your pc where you saved the 
firmware update.  Once you have selected the file, digital downloader will 
update the firmware on your digivu. 

 

Download Monitor Screen Overview 

The Download Monitor screen in the most important screen in the downloader 
application. The annotated screenshot in Figure 155 shows the main parts of 
this screen. 

 

 

Figure 15. Download Monitor Screen. 

 

The different parts of the screen are: 

i. Card Download area. This area of the screen shows 
information and progress when a driver card is being read, 
and summary information about the activities on the card. 

 

  

 
 

i 

ii 
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The prompt at the top of the area that shows ‘Please insert 
Digital Tacho smartcard...’ can also display other information 
messages, all of which are self explanatory. 

ii. Select shifts to download tick-box. This tick-box is a 
new feature in v1.1. downloader now allows individual shifts 
to be selected for download immediately after a card read 
has completed. If this tick-box is ticked (as shown above) 
then every time a card read has completed, the Specify 
Download Details screen will be shown, as shown in Figure 
16 (below). 

iii. VU Download area. This area of the screen shows 
information and progress when a Vehicle Unit download 
device (e.g. Siemens downloadkey, digidown, Optac, etc.) is 
connected to the PC.  

iv. Location selected area. This area shows the depot 
location currently selected in the downloader. This location is 
very significant – it is the location with which smartanalysis 
will tag all your data. Please ensure that the location is 
set correctly before reading a driver card or 
connecting a VU device to downloader. 

v. Online/Offline status. This status indicator shows whether 
or not downloader can detect a valid connection to the 
Internet. 

vi. Downloads in queue status. The number shown here 
shows how many card reads or VU downloads are waiting to 
be sent to the smartanalysis system.  

If this number is greater than zero for any length of time, 
and if it increments (from 1 to 2, to 3, etc.) each time you do 
a card read then this can indicate a problem with the 
Internet connection status. If this is the case check the 
Online/Offline status; if the status is Offline then the Internet 
connection is down or not available; if the status is Online 
then there may be a proxy server configuration issue. 

In the case where a proxy server issue is suspected, please 
see the separate ‘Troubleshooting smartanalysis downloader 
problems’ guide which is downloadable from the 
smartanalysis website. 
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Specify Download Details screen 

This screen, shown in Figure 166, allows a number of options to be specified 
every time a driver card is downloaded. These options are: 

1. The type of driver – either ‘Employed’ or ‘Agency’. 

2. The specific Hours’ Law regulations to apply to the data in the driver 
card download. 

3. The range of data to download. This can be either all data on the card, 
or specific shifts selected using this screen. 

 

 

Figure 16. Specify Download Details (agency driver) screen. 

 

The screen takes you through a number of steps, as follows: 

i. Step 1: Select Driver Type. Here you choose the driver type, which 
can be either ‘Employed’ or ‘Agency’ which allows the smartanalysis 
system to distinguish between the two categories of driver for 
reporting purposes.  

The functionality of the screen changes slightly depending on which of 
the two options is chosen. With the ‘Agency driver’ option selected, you 
must always choose specific shifts to download (see Step iii below), 
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whereas for employed drivers you can choose to download all data or 
selected shifts. 

ii. Step 2: Select Hours Law Regulations for this Download. Here 
you can choose specific Hours Law regulations to apply to all data, to 
specific individual shifts, or just accept the default regulations for the 
depot. Only change the setting here if you are aware that particular 
shifts for certain drivers need to have different regulations to the usual 
ones applied to journeys at your depot. In other words, in the vast 
majority of cases, the default ‘Use default regulations for this depot’ 
option should be the one you select. 

iii. Step 3: Select Information to Download From Driver Card. Here 
you select individual shifts from the driver card that you want to be 
included in the download. The ‘Shift start’ and ‘Shift end’ lists on the 
left allow you to select the start and end times of an individual shift, 
and the ‘Selected shifts’ list on the right shows the shifts you have 
selected. The buttons allow you to add a shift, remove a previously 
selected shift and remove all previously selected shifts.  

Note that you can only select shifts individually, and that shifts cannot 
be greater than 24 hours in duration.  

Please also note that you must pick the first (starting) activity, and the 
last (end) activity for each shift – you will be warned if you attempt to 
add a shift consisting of only one activity. 

When you have selected the options you require for the download, click the 
‘Download Now’ button and the driver card data along with the options you 
have selected will be sent to smartanalysis. 
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Troubleshooting smartanalysis downloader problems 
The following problems can occur when running smartanalysis downloader for 
the first time: 

 "Login failed - the smartanalysis® Downloader may be experiencing 
problems. Please contact a system administrator."  

This message can be caused by a number of different things. Before 
looking further, please double check that the following statements are true 
for your PC: 

o The version of Windows that you are running is Windows 2000 or 
Windows XP Pro with Service Pack 2 (sometimes called ‘Windows 
XP Pro SP2’). 

o Windows is fully up to date with all service packs and updates (run 
‘Windows Update.  

o The .NET Framework 1.1 is installed, including Service Pack 1. 
(Windows XP comes with .NET 1.1 pre-installed; on Windows 2000 
you will need to install it and ensure the Service Pack 1 is also 
installed.) 

o Microsoft WSE 2.0 SP3 is installed. You can check this in ‘Control 
Panel | Add and Remove Programs’. 

If all of these are true, then the problem is likely to be caused by a 
connectivity issue between the downloader software and the smartanalysis 
servers. Your downloader software is likely to be running behind a 
corporate firewall and proxy server, and to communicate with 
smartanalysis the downloader must negotiate a path through these 
systems. Downloader uses standard secure HTTP (HTTPS) protocols to 
communicate, so no special ports need to be opened in the firewall. 

There are a number of steps to take to find out what the exact problem is. 
Please run through the following steps until you achieve a successful login: 

1. Check the date and time on the PC where the downloader is running. If 
the date or time on this PC is not the correct date and time, then 
messages sent from the downloader to the server can 'time-out'. You 
can check the date and time by double-clicking on the Windows clock 
which is shown in the bottom right-hand corner of your screen. When 
you do this the 'Date and Time Properties' window is shown - check 
here that the date, time and 'Current time zone' are all correct. If they 
are not, and you have sufficient permission to make changes, correct 
the details and click 'OK'. If you do not have sufficient permission, 
please contact your system support team.  

If you have changed the time, please try to login to downloader again. 
If you can login then you are up and running with nothing further to 
do. 
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2. If the date/time is correct and you still cannot log in, the issue may be 
caused by the presence of a 'proxy server'. Many corporate networks 
incorporate a proxy server to act as a gateway between the secure 
corporate LAN and the Internet. In some cases it is necessary to 
amend the configuration file for the smartanalysis downloader 
application to cater for the proxy server.  

The following steps are a quick way to check whether these changes 
are necessary in your network environment: 

If you usually need to log in each time you browse the Internet using 
Internet Explorer, then you will need to make changes to the 
downloader configuration file. See the ‘How to configure smartanalysis 
downloader for use with a proxy server’ section below (skip the 
following steps).  

If you don't need to log in to the Internet, try the following: 

i. Open Internet Explorer, and select 'Tools | Internet Options...'. 

ii. In the 'Internet Options' window that appears, select the 
'Connections' tab and click the 'LAN Settings...' button. 

iii. If the 'Use a proxy server for your LAN...' option is ticked, then your 
network is using a proxy server and you may need to make 
configuration changes. 

iv. If the 'Use automatic configuration script' option is ticked, then you 
will need to contact your network support team to obtain the IP 
address and port number for your proxy server. When you have 
these details, go to the ‘How to configure smartanalysis downloader 
for use with a proxy server' section below. 

How to configure smartanalysis downloader for use with a 
proxy server 

You need the IP address (or UNC name) and port number of your proxy 
server - please obtain these now from your network support team. 

Open the smartanalysis downloader configuration file 'SDUpload.exe.config' in 
a text editor (e.g. Notepad) - the file can be found in the smartanalysis 
downloader installation directory, which is ‘C:\Program 
Files\Exentra\SmartanalysisD\Digital Uploader\’ by default. This file allows 
specific proxy server details to be added for installations where the default 
proxy server set in Internet Explorer is non-standard, or where explicit 
authentication to the proxy server is needed for Internet access. 

About half way down the file is an entry that looks like this: 

 

<!-- The webProxyUri setting allows an explicit URI to be specified for a proxy 

server, and allows access to the smartanalysis webservices from behind a firewall. If 

an explicit URI value is required, then set it here (e.g. value="172.11.22.33:80"),              

otherwise if no explcit setting is required or if the IE default proxy is suitable 

then set value="" (i.e. empty string). Note that in any case the default credentials 
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are used (generally the logged-in user's Windows domain login account) for                         

proxy authentication - these cannot be explicitly set. --> 

<add key="webProxyUri" value="" /> 

 

If the IP address of your proxy server is, for example, '111.222.333.444' and 
the port number is '8080' then modify the file like this:  

 

<add key="webProxyUri" value="111.222.333.444:8080" /> 

 

(Note the IP address is followed immediately by the port number, separated 
by a colon with no spaces.) 

The next entry also needs modification, and it looks like this: 

 

<!-- The webProxyAllowedUris setting allows zero or more semi-colon separated URIs to 

be specified. In the case that explicit proxy authentication is required (i.e. login 

prompt appears when accessing the Internet, even after Windows login) these URIs will 

be assigned credentials entered by the user. --> 

<add key="webProxyAllowedUris" value="https://aardvark-v2.smartanalysis.com/" /> 

 

If the IP address and port number of your proxy server is, for example, 
‘111.222.333.444:8080’ then modify the file like this (note that the ‘http://’ is 
required here):  

 

<add key="webProxyAllowedUris" value="http://111.222.333.444:8080;https://aardvark-

v2.smartanalysis.com/" /> 

  

(Note how the two addresses are separated by a semi-colon.) 

Save the file.  

Restart downloader and try to login. 

If at this stage it is still not possible to login, please contact your analysis 
bureau.  

 


